Driller’s Cabin
Customizable designs for increased safety and performance
APPLICATIONS
■■

Land drilling operations

BENEFITS
■■

Increases operational safety
and performance

FEATURES
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Includes the PRECISE* automated
drilling system with centralized joysticks
and touchscreen controls for simpler,
more efficient use from one location
Controls interface to a network to
provide communications to the rest
of the control system
Fully enclosed and has full visualization
of rig activities to facilitate safe and
efficient rig operation

A reliable driller’s cabin is an essential part of any rig system. In addition to providing a safer place for
personnel, the driller’s cabin houses the control system and serves as the interface to every tool on the
rig. Schlumberger delivers safer, more efficient cabins that withstand the toughest drilling conditions.
We frequently upgrade the best driller’s cabin design with efficient drives and controls AC technology
to consistently exceed industry standards.
Schlumberger driller’s cabins come with the PRECISE system. Joysticks and touchscreen monitors
are integrated into the chair, enabling the user to control many different drilling functions. From there,
the user of the PRECISE system can view the full rig environment through a CCTV video monitoring
system. The driller’s controls interface to multiple PLCs and a network enclosure, which provides
communications to the rest of the control system.
The needs of every contractor are different. Schlumberger collaborates with customers to create
a custom-fit solution that is ideal for their specific drilling conditions. We build driller’s cabins that
maximize drilling efficiency, deliver unparalleled speed, best overall performance, and a safer drilling
environment for today’s market.

Temperature controlled for
personnel comfort
Can be designed to customer
specifications

Every Schlumberger driller’s cabin includes the PRECISE system, which enables the entire rig to be controlled from
a single location.
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